The reasonable resource scheduling under the cloud computing environment has become the current research focus. Based on the disadvantages of the traditional particle swarm optimization, this paper introduces a membrane computing theory, and proposes a particle swarm optimization based on the membrane computing (PSO-MC). The paper first analyzes the problems of cloud resource scheduling, takes the membrane system as a framework, conducts the particle's local optimization for intramembrane and the particle swarm's global search and optimization for intermembrane, finds the optimal solution of cloud resource scheduling, and finally performs the algorithm simulation experiment via the CloudSim platform. According to the simulation experiment, the PSO-MC algorithm could reduce the average time to complete the task, improve the efficiency of task processing, and enable the cloud computing resource scheduling to be more reasonable.
Introduction
Cloud computing is a kind of service mode based on the Internet and developed in recent years, which combines network technology with traditional computers like the distributed computing, parallel computing and grid computing, etc. It assigns access to computing resources of shared configurations like network, the server and storage, etc. and provides quick access platform between cloud users and providers. Currently, cloud computing services are divided into three layers, and they are infrastructure service layer, platform service layer and software service layer. Currently, the most used in cloud computing is the Map/Recuce framework, the main idea of which is that users put forward inquiries and other requirements to the cloud computing providers, and the cloud computing server analyzes and searches the requirements for resources through a high computer processing procedure, and finally returns the results to the users. As there are more and more Internet users and their requirements increase, business of high real-time demand have appeared, such as e-commerce, data mining and data storage, etc. It is especially true in cloud computing, because there are a large number of cloud users and the system needs to handle an increasing number of tasks, the scale of which is becoming larger. Therefore, it has become the key point in the research of reasonable allocating resources as how the system can quickly deal with requirements of quickly processing service requirements. Cloud computing architecture is a focus of current research [1] [2] . Resource allocation of cloud computing under different architectures is studied in literature [3] [4] and a kind of resource allocation mechanism of self-protection is proposed and elaborated in literature [5] . Resource allocation system suitable for distributed computing is proposed in literature [6] and it effectively improves the service quality of cloud computing system. Currently, it is the main direction of research to introduce intelligent algorithm to resource allocation of cloud computing. The resource allocation of cloud computing is an NP problem, and
Cloud Computing Resources

Present Situation of Cloud Computing Resources
In cloud computing architecture, faced with thousands of access requests from cloud users, the cloud computing server needs to fully consider the amount of cloud resources each cloud user could use, the completion time and light. At present, most cloud computing resource allocation algorithms are mainly focused on cloud users' total completion time of tasks, so this algorithm can not involve all the cloud customers and it may lose cloud customers with the least completion time.
Description of Cloud Computing Resource Allocation
In order to better illustrate the superiority of the algorithm in the aspect of resource allocation, here only the circumstances of independent sub-tasks are considered and make the following description:
(1) Operation time of these sub-tasks is almost the same. (2) All sub-tasks need fewer resources than the system. (3) Define resource-using time of each sub-task. 
（1）
It should be noted that Begin i is set as the start time of task N i , T ij is the expected completion time of task and the completion time of total task is max{Begin i +T ij }.
Description of Membrane Computing
The concept of membrane computing comes from tissues of biological cells, and it is a computing model abstracted from the mechanism of chemical treatment of cells. From the perspective of micro cells, the cell nucleus and cyst are abstracted as a cell membrane; and from the perspective of macro cells, the whole cell or event the biological community is a cell membrane. The membrane structure is shown as Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Membrane Structure Diagram
A membrane model is composed of the following three elements:
（2）
In the formula (2), V refers to a non-empty abstract set, consisting of characters in a character set. C refers to the structure, consisting of system structure, the objects and rules. I refer to the external environment. Membrane computing is described and analyzed in literature [9] [10] , and membrane algorithm has the following advantages: (1) Each section within the membrane runs separately and inter-membrane exchange only occurs in the adjacent sections. Membrane computing is segmented and it is more suitable for parallel, distributed computing systems and also cloud computing model. (2) A variety of intelligent optimization algorithms are used in membrane computing, such as the use of particle swarm optimization. (3) Local optimum can be avoided in membrane computing and the overall accuracy of optimal solution can be improved.
Description of Particle Swarm Algorithm
The basic idea [11] of elementary particle swarm optimization (PSO) is that an individual in the space is likened to a particle without quality or volume. Set the 
Herein, w refers to inertia weight, 1 c and 2 c are constants and () r a n d is random number, the value of which is between （0，1）.
PSO-MC Algorithm Design
In terms of reasonable optimization of resources in cloud computing, make sure that reasonable resources can be obtained for sub-tasks while keep the completion time of total task minimum. Optimize it by adding membrane computing into particle swarm algorithm and each particle in the particle swarm algorithm represents an executable task scheduling scheme according to the characteristics of resource allocation in cloud computing. In the algorithm of this paper, divide the space of particles and each divided space is as a basic membrane, and local search strategy is used in the basic membrane to enhance particle's local search ability and convergence speed. In the basic membrane, send the optimal solution of local particle swarm to the surface membrane and find the global optimal solution by adopting the method of global search.
Description of Spatial Segmentation Algorithm
Feasible solution space as described in literature [12] , then ( , ) SW is a feasible solution. In particle swarm algorithm, choose the h dimension in the feasible solution space, then [ , ]
, divide into N sub-spaces on the h dimension in the feasible solution
Description of Local Search Algorithm
In the basic membrane of membrane computing, differential evolution algorithm is used for local search. And in the process of searching elements, self-adaptive differential mutation operators and selected operators are used to get the optimal particle in the particle swarm. The algorithm is described as follows: m refers to the amount of particle swarms, t refers to the number of evolution, m a x ( ) t refers to the maximum number of evolution and () r a n d refers to random function, the value of which is 0 and 1. The value of u is 1.2 and  is 1.6. 
Optimization of Membrane Computing in Particle Swarm Algorithm
In the optimization of particle swarm algorithm, through the optimization of membrane computing, the optimal solution of each basic membrane sector is sent to the surface membrane and it is searched through the global optimal solution of particle swarm. In the process of optimization, the most key factors are that whether the particle itself is a optimal solution and whether the optimal solution has been found in the species. In the particle swarm optimization, renewals are made mainly for the particle's speed and location, combined with local search algorithm. The settings are as follows: w refers to inertia weight, t refers to number of evolution, m a x ( ) t refers to the maximum number of 
（10）
Put formula （8） ， （9）and (10) into formula (3), and then get formula (11) 
（12）
In formula (9) and (10), 1 c changes according to 2 c , and in the process of evolution, 1 c becomes smaller gradually and 2 c becomes larger gradually. At the early stage of particle swarm, it depends mainly on the location of the particle swarm itself and at the later phase, it gradually turns to the global optimal position and improves the performance and speed through the disturbance factor. In the iteration process, when the particle achieves a position better than the historical position, inertia weight value is improved through disturbance factor () t  , or it will be reduced. Algorithm steps are as follows: Step1: Initialize the limit value. Set evolutionary generation numerical. Step2: Divide space. Separate the space of particle swarm into disjoint subspaces and each subspace is the basic region in the membrane system. Step3: Particle swarm initialization. Initialize sub particle swarm everywhere in the basic membrane as in Step1. Step4: Local search within membrane. In the basic membrane, use a differential algorithm for local search, and when the local search reaches the optimal solution, send it to the surface membrane for global search. Step5: Global search within the membrane. In the particle swarm algorithm, formula (9) is adopted for global optimal search. Step6: Meet the conditions and terminate the judgment. The algorithm ends when it has reached the evolutionary generation numerical or a satisfactory result. Otherwise, turn to Step3.
Emulation Experiment
Algorithm Performance Test
Use the three benchmark functions in literature [13] for comparison test so as to testify the validity of algorithm and analyze the performance of the algorithm. and there is no interaction between variables. Initially set the membrane system to be made up of 9 basic membranes and I surface membrane. Within the membrane, the value of initial particle swarm is 50, and the parameter of particle swarm algorithm in the surface membrane is () t  =0.9, t is 50 and m a x ( ) t is 100. In this paper, the three functions are tested for 30 times respectively so as to get the best result, the worst result and the average value. Through the comparison with basic particle swarm algorithm, the results are shown as Table2, and Table 2-4 are the convergence curve comparison of algorithm in this paper with basic particles algorithm in the three functions. As can be seen from Table2 no matter in terms of the optimal results, worst results or the average value, the optimized particle swarm algorithm is significantly superior to traditional particle swarm algorithm. It can be seen from Fig.2-4 ; the optimized particle swarm algorithm has relatively better stability and can reach a position near the global optimal position.
Resource Allocation of Cloud Computing
In this paper, Cloudsim platform is adopted to simulate the cloud computing environment and set the virtual resources for 10 and 500 sub-tasks. Set the processing capacity of virtual resources on the platform as ｛100MIPS，200MIPS……..600MIPS｝, and the length of sub-task is [100MIPS, 400MIPS]. Set the group size of particle swarm as size=100, the number of evolution is 50, the largest number of evolution is 500 and the number of iterations is 700. The results are shown in Fig.5 .
Figure 5. Completion Time of Total Task of Two Algorithms
As is shown in Fig.5 , the optimization effect of the PSO-MC algorithm in this paper is significantly superior to PSO algorithm in terms of resource allocation, and the completion time of total task is the minimum, achieving relatively good effects on time and performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, aiming at unreasonable allocation of resources in cloud computing, the author puts forward the concept of adding membrane computing to particle swarm algorithm. Simulation experiments have shown that PSO-MC is a relatively better resource allocation algorithm with a good capacity of optimizing resources and allocating resources reasonably. The resource allocation of cloud computing is rather complex, for it includes problems like calculating costs, and load costs. Therefore, we can carry out further research so as to optimize the performance of resources ina cloud computing environment.
